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					OVERVIEW


	1.  Affirm the sexuality of the children.  This is one of the most important tasks parents have in the lives of their children.  Our sexuality is so essential to our personal identity and personal relationships, at all ages.  Without our sexuality we are not ourselves.

	2.  Teach sexuality to our children.  This has to be a conscious and deliberate focus on the part of parents with their children.  We cannot leave it up to nature or for them to develop on their own.  This is more experiential than cognitive.

	3.  Methods of training our children into their sexuality.  The essentials are: awareness of them as sexual, affirmation, affection, teaching, networking.  All are vital tools for a parent, with their children, in the area of sexual development.

	4.  Celebrating the sexuality of our children.  This starts with being delighted in and rejoicing in your own masculinity/femininity.  The sexualness of our offspring should be a source of enthusiasm for us.

	5.  Teaching our children how to use their sexuality.  Sexuality is not merely a private, interior awareness but a public expression.  It is given to us to be used, in order to fulfill our interactions with others.

Note:  We want very clearly to distinguish between sexuality and sex.  Sex is a faculty I have, a capability to engage in genital actions.  It is biological.  It has an important function in my life.  The urge is one of, if not the single most powerful drive in me.  I need to be in control of that drive to be sure it is properly channelled.  Sexuality, on the other hand, is a whole frame of reference.  Everything about me is masculine or feminine.  It is not a function or an activity but a total way of experiencing life.  All my perceptions and interactions with others are sexual.  Sexuality is a prism which refracts all the input I receive, from any source.  We could call it an accent or a language, one which reveals where I am coming from and what my life experience is.  My whole life is defined by my sexuality.








				IT STARTS WITH US


	The first step is not with the children but with one another.  The marriage has to be sexual.  Unless bathed in each other's sexuality, we won't very much notice, much less appreciate our children's.  The vocation of Matrimony is to be a sexual Sacrament.  That does not limit itself to the act of sex but is a call to a total sexual responsiveness and delight in the masculinity of the husband and the femininity of the wife on the part of both.  Each should enjoy their own personal sexuality as well as the spouse's.  That will most occur when the spouse is absorbed in me.  I cannot appreciate my sexuality more than my spouse.  The wife takes the leadership in the celebration of masculinity and the husband of femininity.  That is the best source of sexual self appreciation and acceptance.

	When the parents are sexual with one another the whole home is sexual.  We are not talking about being sexy, but something much more pervasive and personal.  Sexiness is really an individual and surface thing.  I do it for myself and my own purposes.  Furthermore, I can make myself sexy by the style of clothes I wear, my posture and actions.  It is manipulative and usually indicative of a power struggle.  Being sexual is interior and relationship oriented.  It is a response to the other person.  He/she calls forth my masculinity/femininity.  My sexual awareness is for my beloved's sake.  I can be sexy with anyone or no one.  Being sexual, in the way we are discussing, is a response to love.  It is other centered.  I want to be this way for him.  I am the way I am for her.

	When the air in the home exudes sexuality, the kids pick it up.  They get the message that sexuality is good.  It is ok for them to be sexual.  That gives them such freedom to be themselves.  Too many children experience little sexuality around the house.  Those kids have to go out of the home to learn what it means to be a man/woman.  They pick it up in the movies, from TV, on the street from their peers.  They are led to sexiness rather than sexuality.  Children need parents, unashamedly sexually attracted to one another, obviously a man and woman in love.  Then, they can perceive their own woman and manhood, as attractive and worth while.  They get the message that sex is not selfish, not for just themselves individually but for a beloved.  They also learn that the man/woman relationship is total and all pervasive and not just about getting into bed.

	For the children to see sex as holy and sacred, Mom and Dad have to be sexual.  Otherwise, all the sexual stimuli around will overwhelm them and desacralize it in their minds and hearts.  It will be teen age groping or a bodily activity.  We want them to be in awe of their sexual power and potential.  We want them to see it as more than the experience of pleasure.  Sexuality is a God given way to express love in the most intimate and powerful way possible.  Children want to be like their parents.  When their father is at the heights of his masculinity with their mother and their mother is gloriously feminine whenever she is with their father, they have a model which irresistibly draws them.  They definitely want to be like that.

	When, though, they have a nice Mom and Dad, good to them, but dull and passive in their sexual awareness of one another, the movie and street version of sex gains credence.  The mother and father can say all the right things about the beauty and sacredness of sex.  They can tell the kids the way they should want it to be.  But, it is a perfect example of: "I can't hear what you say because what you do speaks so loudly.".  The kids hear God's plan and then see the results, while the worldly version seems so exciting and exhilarating.  There is no comparison, in their mind.

	The imaging of God will not be sexual, if the parents are not.  By a sexual image of God we mean a God who passionately pursues His people into intimacy, an other centered and life giving lover.  The essence of that love is communal and relational.  In order to see a God. who loves all out, totally and permanently, their parents have to be striving for that.  That's sexual love.  Otherwise, the parents model a God who is fair and just, an authority who doles out goodies, notes rights and wrongs, or, worse, scorekeeps, is demanding and critical.  If the parents are properly good with each other, nice but not sexual, we perceive a "nice" God but basically irrelevant.  Or He becomes individualistic and private.  A sexual home reveals a God who is celebration versus correct; incarnational versus Gnostic; paternal versus paternalistic.  A sexual home reveals an embracing God rather than a judgmental one, a God always on my side, who makes me more beautiful than I am with anyone else.

	In a healthy marriage, the aura of sexuality surrounds and embraces the children.  It is sincere and sacred.  It is godly.  In such an atmosphere, love is very human, very much flesh and blood.  Equally without no doubt, it is more than human.  It is truly divine.  In this kind of marriage, exclusivity and permanence are beyond question.  Those are not duties, principles or a matter of being honorable and keeping my pledge.  There is simply no way I could think of living any other way; I just couldn't be myself as a man without you.  I wouldn't be a full woman without your love.  We won't have to persuade the children that marriage should be between one man and one woman for life.  We won't have to argue with them about divorce.  They will have no doubts.  It couldn't be any other way.  They have lived with you.  That's obviously the way to be.

	What we choose to affirm, defines to our kids what is good.  So we have to ask ourselves, what, in reality, about our marriage, do we affirm.  It could be companionship, comfort, reliability, steady income, a cure for loneliness, parenting.  First and foremost should be our sexual devotion.  That is what our children most need from us.  If the prime thing we affirm about our marriage and home life is our sexual attraction, the children will hear it loud and clear.  This is the best way to prepare them for their own marriages.  The children who do best in school at reading are those whose parents read and who are very affirming to their children about reading.  The same definitely applies here.  When sexual devotion present between us it will not be hard to transmit to the children our excitement for their sexuality.


	   CELEBRATING THE SEXUALITY OF OUR CHILDREN


	We certainly should be excited about their sexuality.  This is one of their greatest gifts from God.  Too often, we are not always so thrilled with their manhood and womanliness.  Oh, we would be quite distraught, if they did not mature properly.  We would go to the ends of the earth to find medical assistance to correct the hormonal imbalance or deficiency.  But we frequently see the sexuality of the normal child as something else for us to worry about when they reach teenage.  Maybe, this is why we have so much trouble with them.  We haven't done anything about their sexuality until then.  Aren't we puzzled that a boy can be a wonderful son, kind and giving, and then one day he has a birthday with the magic number thirteen and it all changes?  The hormonal shock of puberty is very strong.  A great change happens in him.  But that trauma is exaggerated because we didn't face his sexuality previously.  The same with our daughter.

	They are sexed persons from the time they are born.  Just as we are excited about their physical growth, good looks, brains, energy (most especially when it comes to eating) we should be even more celebratory about their masculinity and femininity long before they ever hit adolescence, as well as during it.  They will only enjoy that quality of theirs to the extent we do, until some cute little thing come along or some hunky guy, who will do the job we should have been doing.  If we do it, our kids will not be as vulnerable to sexual flattery.


					RESPECT


	The role of the parent to the child of the same sex is to model what it is to be like as a man/woman.  We do this intentionally or otherwise.  So it is important to do it well.  If we come across as functionaries, that will be of little value.  Yes, both the man and woman have to do many things to keep the house going and the family together.  That is not what make us who we are.  The parent of the same sex must be admirable to the child of whatever age.  The child has to be led to want to be like you.  We sometimes duck away from that by saying something like: "I don't want her to be like me.  I hope my son will be different.  I want them to be themselves.".  That's impossible and not desirable.  Our children are formed and molded by us in every way, especially sexually.

	The mother has to win the respect of the daughter.  That respect cannot be in terms of how self sacrificing she is or how talented.  It cannot be based on promotions she receives at work or how many friends she has.  In this case, the daughter needs to respect her specifically as a woman.  Yes, the girl has ambitions and dreams.  She might want to imitate her mother's business success or competence in managing the home but above all that girl wants to be a woman in full measure.  Womanhood is what she needs from her mother.  Part of this is communicated through her maternity with the children.

	The biggest dimension of the daughter's respect for her mother as a woman is, how her husband, the girl's father, reacts.  If he sees her at all times, not just behind closed bed room doors as a woman who attracts him immensely and he shows that reaction within himself to her openly before the whole family, then the mother will have the daughter's respect as a woman.  The girl doesn't want to be like someone who doesn't call forth that kind of sexual response.  She may well love the mother and be good to her but will feel sorry for her and pity her.  The father makes the girl respect her mother by his sexual devotion to her.

	In the case of the boy with his father, some of his respect will come from the success achieved in being able to support a family.  Accomplishment is very important in winning masculine respect, so this will probably play a larger role in his respect for his father than competency did for his sister, in regards to the mother.  But the largest part of the boy's respect will be won from him by the mother's relationship with the father.  It is different here than in her case.  It is sexually based, but the biggest thing a wife has to give her husband is her respect.  She will only do that, if she is truly sexually responsive to him.

	Even when the sexual is there, though, the respect isn't necessarily present.  If she runs the house and family, even with suitable consultation with him, but it is her show, then the boy will not respect the father in the way we mean here.  The wife may be a wonderful woman and love her husband very much.  When it is on her terms though, that is not respectful.  The boy sees a wimp.  That is the last thing he wants to be.  She also has to be very careful to avoid any word or gesture which would tear down his self respect or lead to a lessening of the children's respect for him.  Many times she will say something on the spur of the moment which doesn't mean all that much to her but the kids pick it up.  Furthermore, women are used to saying things they don't really mean or mean for the moment. As soon as they have gotten them out, it's over with.  They feel differently for having said them.  A man is not that way.  He is more likely to have been raised in the school of: "Say what you mean and mean what you say.".  When he hears something negative about himself from her, he takes it much more seriously than she intends.

	She must also be specially cautious about any superiority.  It can be a real temptation for her to see him as a little boy in some areas of their life.  Her nurturing nature can lead her to see him as one she has to take care of and protect.  Or she can catch eyes with the kids, when Dad is trying to get a point across, with an unstated but clear: "That's your father, on his soap box again.".  A woman doesn't understand how important respect is to a man.  First of all, because he doesn't tell her and secondly, because he is half pleased and satisfied when she takes over.  Then, he doesn't have to assume any responsibility.  While being respected is important to her, it is not as important as being liked, accepted and close.  Any lack of respect kills a man.

	When the girl sees her mother as a real woman, one who can attract and hold a man then her own sexuality becomes more important and she is more confident she can be a full woman.  She has her mother as an example.  The mother's delight in the girl's femininity is attractive to her because she believes her mother is successful at being a woman.  When the mother really respects the father, not just is attracted to him and appreciative of his support and all the other things he does for her and the family, then the boy is encouraged that it is worthwhile being a man.  He won't have to be afraid of women and protect himself from their control, he won't have to put on the macho front.  He will accept his father's joy about himself and his manliness.  He will believe his father's life has been worthwhile, that he can speak from experience about being a man.

	Hurts in the parent prevent the admiration of the child.  The son or daughter reacts to the hurt parent with pity, seeing the mother or father as a poor soul.  In the mother-daughter relationship, it can happen that the mother feels abused by being a woman.  She feels she has been held back by that fact all her life.  She is very much into self pity.  The daughter is likely to express in her own life the rage the mother held back.  The hurts may not be from the spouse; they may have been carried over from childhood.  Whatever the source, the person, for the sake of the sexual growth and appreciation of the child, must bring those hurts to the Lord, through the Church, to be healed.

	There can be hurts between mother and daughter.  In which case the daughter will reject not only the mother but femininity.  She sees her mother's sexuality as the cause of the offense.  Hurt decimates the admiration.  This is so often expressed; "I'm not going to be like my mother.".  When she becomes an adult, she will always be seeking the approval she did not receive because of the hurt.

	The same is true with the boy and his father.  When hurts exist between them, the boy will turn away in resentment and refuse to listen to anything the father says.  He knows his father is in him genetically and, if he hates his father, he will come to hate himself and split off or disown his own masculinity, the way he disowns his father emotionally.  This can lead to searching for his gender identity in all the worst, most dysfunctional ways: promiscuity, addictions, workaholism, being a loner.  In both cases, there must be a healing for the relationship to be whole and meaningful.  Without healing, the modelling by the parent of the same sex will be weakened, if not destroyed.

	An essential connectedness is needed with the parent of the same sex, on the part of the children.  Basically our whole relationship with them is one of holding out a way of being masculine or feminine and asking our children to be like us.  That calls for an outstanding husband/wife love relationship, as a base.  One that openly exhibits sexual attraction and devotion.  It also calls for a relationship with the children which is very sexually affirming.  Of course, it is not erotic but is very sexual.  If it is not our children will not learn how to be men and women.  They will flounder with all the conflicting voices of peers, advertising and media.  We owe them better.

	The parent of the opposite sex plays a key role also.  A father's relationship with his daughter and a mother's with her son is the first and most powerful experience the children have of an intimate sexual relationship.  We cannot treat our children as persons.  They are boys and girls, young women and men.  We have to interact with them in their sexuality and ours or we are not treating them honestly.  We are not allowing them to be their real selves.  How much do we permit ourselves to be sexual with our kids.  A mark of our reluctance to act sexually with them is the need to continually caution that when we say act sexually we don't mean genitally or erotically.  But a mother should act as a woman toward her son, not merely an undifferentiated parent.  She should reach out to him as masculine not just one of her children.  There has to be the teasing, giggling, affectionate interplay, flirting, which is such a wonderful gift they bring each other.  The father/daughter relationship should be marked with the same characteristics.


	  THE FATHER IDENTIFIES THE CHILDREN SEXUALLY


	It seems unfair to go after the man again but we must.  The sexual identity of the children, both male and female is more in his hands than those of his wife.  Her main role is with him.  She has to bring out his full manliness by her total feminine response.  She empowers his manhood and brings it to life.  Without her in his life, he wouldn't be aware of the full potential he has as a father.  She has to introduce the children to him.  Just as she revealed to him, in the first place, that he was going to be a father, she continually reveals his fatherhood to him.  She constantly is to remind the children who their father is.  They are bound to her.  They are well aware of her as their mother.  She has to point them away from her toward him.  She will only want to do those things and be empowered to do so by her sexual devotion to him.  Otherwise, she will keep the children to herself or at least be the primary parent.

	The father gives the children their sex in the first place.  The mother has nothing to do with it.  It is the Y chromosome, from his sperm, which has made them male and female.  Just as he gave them their sex, he is called to give them their sexuality.  He shows his son how to be a man.  His empowerment brings out the boy's masculine self acceptance.  It has been accurately stated: "A man isn't a man until his father tells him he is a man.".  We are all familiar with stories of men who have spent their whole lives searching for their father's approval.

	What is not so well recognized is that the father gives his daughter her womanliness..  First of all, by his relationship with the mother.  He enhances his wife's femininity and allows it to fully blossom.  In the hands of his love and devotion, that womanliness which he has brought forth is most attractive.  There is no inferiority, no reduction of potential.  The daughter can see the beauty of being a woman.  But he also directly fosters the womanhood of the daughter by his own manly interaction with her.  She is able, through the years of growing up, to see how it feels being feminine with a man.  She tries herself out, sees when she feels most womanly with him and what most brings out his masculinity.  The father must call forth this sexuality from his daughter, for her to allow herself to be fully feminine.

	In today's culture much emphasis is being placed on the irresponsibility of the man in the home.  This is, at long last, being addressed.  Unfortunately, the prime thrust is in terms of being fair to the woman.  While that stance is valid as far as it goes, it does not face the real issue.  It has been made a sexist matter when, in actuality it is a sexual one.  Yes, men should do more in the home and be responsive to the burdens our women carry, especially those employed outside the home.  But that demand could be laid on roommates or fellow boarders.

	The real point is the man's role in the family, not who does what asexual chore.  The things being fought about today are sexless; shopping, cooking, cleaning, washing, etc.  The man is really missing in the sexual identification of his children.  There, he is irreplaceable.  Just as she couldn't become pregnant without the male seed and the male alone determines the sex of the child, so too, as they grow, the father determines how they perceive their sexuality.  The father should do more of the sexless tasks but he must assume his essential role of sexual identification of his children.  They are in a sexual no woman's/man's land without his sexual interaction with them.  Gender identification is his greatest gift to his children.

				FIRST A WIFE


	The wife must take the leadership role in enjoying her sexuality.   She has to delight in being loved by her husband.  That joy must pervade the home.  The children, in such circumstances, perceive how much she enjoys being a woman.  She expresses her sexuality constantly most especially in her interactions with their father.  Very clearly he is number one with her.  Without doubt, she loves the children tenderly.  They know she will do anything for them, make any sacrifice.  But it is because they are his children, his gift to her.  That is what leads her to treat them with such devotion.

	If her relationship with them is directly maternal, then her sexuality is sharply reduced.  What they experience is her maternity, not her full womanliness.  The daughters will not see a role model which attracts them.  They may recognize her goodness and appreciate what she does for them but are not excited to be following in her footsteps.  They will see a loving woman but not a woman who is desired and desires.

	The sons will put her on a pedestal but will want a less ethereal, more flesh and blood woman with whom to relate.  They will most likely not be at ease with the woman in their life when they marry.  Their whole background will say: "Women know best.  They tell you what to do.  They control.  The less they know about what you're doing and thinking the better."  On the other hand, when their mother is highly sexually responsive to their father, they learn to trust women and to see their own specialness as men.


			IMPORTANCE OF OUR SEXUALITY


	It is hardly necessary to persuade the reader of the importance of our masculinity and femininity.  (After having said that, there is a core of doubt in the author's mind about the universal acceptability of that statement.  There is, in our society, at least in certain circles, a strong inclination to down play sexuality.  The androgyny movement is strong in the work place, the media and academia.  These are all environments in which personhood and relationships are treated casually, if not hostilely.  They are, however, most influential upon all of us.  Their success has been quite substantial in persuading, even couples, that their masculinity/femininity is irrelevant, by ignoring it, at best and, in the case of masculinity, assailing it.  We understand where they are coming from, the cause of their resistance to and rejection of the sexual.  Sexism has diminished both men and women.  It is terrible and must be overcome.  We must be careful, however, not to let the end justify the means.  We cannot bring justice to the sexes by eliminating or diminishing their sexuality.  The anomaly is that while we have down graded sexuality, we have fostered sex.  The depersonalization of sex is a direct result of the attitude toward sexuality, so frequently proclaimed today.  This is a temporary aberration.  We cannot change our nature.  But the propaganda is strong and has seduced many people.

	It would be good, therefore, to begin with a few thoughts on the importance of our sexuality in the plan of God.  This is the way our Father has made us.  We are created as sexual persons, which is core to our very identity and purpose in His plan.  Sexuality is a charism.  Sex is a power, a capability.  There is a big difference.  We need sex to be sexual but we can engage in sex without being very sexual with one another.  The sexual is the whole person.  For example, love is a charism.  We need the faculty of the will, in order to be able to love.  But we don't always love because we have this capability of volition.

	A charism is a divine gift, offered to us for the sake of others.  Charisms are never private, exclusively personal.  They are always to be spent on others.  Sexuality, as a charism, draws us into relationship.  It is an orientation toward the other based upon our ability to be attracted and attractive to that person.  This charism calls us into intimacy.  It was precisely in terms of sexuality that Scripture addressed the inadequacy of being alone.  Sex can be an intimate activity, with no personal intimacy.  A sexual relationship is always intimate.  Sexuality is an orientation and inclination toward good, the good of the other in relationship.

	Masculinity and femininity are core to any person's self perception.  They determine the meaningfulness of personal relationships of all types, on all levels, all of our life.  Without a secure grasp of our femininity/masculinity our lives will always be a struggle.  We will never be our full selves; we will never allow others to be their full selves with us.  It isn't merely that an important part of my life would be missing or inadequate; every aspect would be sharply effected.  In a real way, I would be a sexual zombie, able to function but with no life in me.  Certainly, I would never truly be happy.


		AFFIRMING THE SEXUALITY OF OUR CHILDREN


	With those realizations, the parents of our children, clearly, should be strongly interested in their sexual growth and development.  We do talk about sex education but that, unfortunately, restricts itself to biological information and moral strictures.  It concerns itself with the effective and proper use of the genitals and the logical consequences of that use or abuse.  This is important but merely the tip of the iceberg in the sexual area.  A young man or woman can have full and accurate knowledge of their own sex organs and how they work.  They can have all the correct moral principles and live them out with sincerity and honor.  Such a situation is quite admirable, an ambition good parents want to see fulfilled in their children.  Yet, their sexuality has not necessarily been fully and properly developed.  Sexuality is far more than the capability to have sex and the adequate control of that ability.

	We become so worried about the improper use of sex that we often suppress or reduce our children's sexuality.  Parents are  called to expand the children's sexuality, to celebrate it.  A mother and father rejoice in their child's first step, first word, being able to ride a bike, doing well on a test, hitting a home run in Little League.  They communicate their enthusiasm to the child which encourages further efforts and more success.  We certainly wouldn't respond to the boy or girl's first word by warning them of the dangers of improper speech.  We would not react to good marks by talking about pride or that there are more important things in life.

	The same should be true when it comes to sexuality.  We must create an environment in which our children's sexuality can grow, provide fertile soil.  Our enthusiasm in regards to signs of their masculinity and femininity must be just as overt and generous.  We communicate to them how pleased we are and help them to develop their giftedness in this area.  The affirmation of their capabilities is not nearly as effective as the affirmation of who they are.  They are sexual persons.

	Our worries hold us back.  We are so concerned that our children will get into trouble.  Actually, the best way to insure the proper use of their sexual capabilities is to make them completely secure and at peace with their masculinity/femininity.  Young people let themselves get out of hand, more because of sexual insecurities than any other reason.  They come to believe the only way to be recognized as a man or a woman is by engaging in sex.  The more confident they are as a man/woman, the less likely they will need outside affirmation from their peers.

	When we focus on sex and its dangers, it looms bigger and bigger in their consciousness.  We see how pre-pubescent teen age girls go ga-ga over rock stars.  They are expressing their sexuality.  Boys, approaching adolescence and through that time, can become absorbed in female body parts.  Both are expressing their sexuality.  It is a new experience for them.  They haven't been able to be overt about their sexuality in the home.  When we become excited and obviously pleased about their growing use of their sexuality, they are pleased with themselves.  They share our delight in them.

	In encouraging the celebration of the sexuality of our children, we are not speaking solely of the teenage years.  Sexuality is part of us right from the cradle.  It grows and develops through every stage of our lives.  We call them boys and girls right from the time of their birth.  We do not refer to them as little persons.  The first question we ask when they are born: "Is it a girl or a boy."  In fact, that is the most obvious thing about them, in their earliest years.  They don't have a developed personality yet nor many physical or mental capabilities.  But we clearly identify this baby as a boy or a girl.  Our interaction with them, from the time they are born and throughout the years, is strongly conditioned by their sexuality.  The way we touch, speak, deal with them is very different, depending on whether they are girls or boys.  The way we deal with them is brought out by them.  They, themselves, spontaneously act differently with those of the opposite sex.  We are not putting them into roles, when we recognize their sexuality; we are responding to their personhood.

	(When we put boys and girls into roles, we are not addressing their sexuality at all.  Sexism is a power struggle, a political and social philosophy which is a flight from relationship.  It keeps us apart from one another.  The affirmation of sexuality in our children, which we foster here, is aimed at full sexual development, with the goal of intimacy.  Jobs, education, economic advancement, opportunities in the public sector are asexual.  They have nothing to do with relationship.  They should be completely open to all.  That cannot be accomplished by suppressing our sexuality.)

	The call to bring out the sexuality  of the children is a responsibility of parents whether they are two or thirty eight years old.  Obviously, our interaction with them at two will strongly influence how we interface with them in their adult years.  The point of that statement is to have us recognize that the role of a parent is not finished when a child turns twenty one.  We can, and should, impact them in their maturity.  The approach is very different.  But we should not make them orphans, while we still are living.


				PARENTS EMPOWER


	The parents' role is to empower their children sexually.  Too many parents believe they are called to sit on their children and hold it down to the degree they are able.  (Even in these days of enlightenment, when sex is out of the closet, there can still be the attitude that sex is inherently bad or dirty or, at least, not nice.  We may not say that with our heads but it is in our hearts.  If that mentality is in us, we will be very restrictive with our children in regards to their sexuality.)  We see the tragedy, if parents were to hold back the development of a child's brains, personality, physical or artistic talents.  It is even worse, when it comes to the sexual.  I can still have a meaningful life, even if I didn't get the best possible education or make the major leagues with my athletic ability.  But I can never be happy unless pleased with myself as a man/woman.

	The children carry with them, all their life long, their parents attitude toward their sexuality.  We are definitely molded and formed in all areas of our lives by what we have experienced in our homes growing up.  Our orientations toward politics, religion, education, family, customs, even the foods we like and our tastes in clothes, entertainment are deeply affected by what our parents thought and what they taught us.  This is even more true when it comes to sexuality.  It is not only what my parents thought about sex but how they reacted to my femininity and masculinity which will form my own appreciation of myself as a man or woman.  We want them to be happy.  The best way to ensure that is to bring out their sexuality, in the fullest possible measure, right from the earliest years of childhood.  We want to form their sexuality and provide an underlying foundation.

	This foundation is not merely to enable them to engage in meaningful sexual communication.  This is as important for whatever state of life they choose: married, single, religious or priest.  Their sexuality is of the essence.  They will never be themselves, much less fulfilled, unless they enjoy and are at peace with themselves as men and women.  Parents have many responsibilities in providing for the present and future well being of their children.  Nothing is greater than convincing their children that they are loved and lovable as boys and girls, men and women.

	We have to deliberately focus on a child's sexuality, right from birth.  This is not something we postpone until adolescence.  They are very sexual beings all along.  It doesn't just start when they begin to approach physical maturity.  Sexuality is a dimension of the whole personhood of the individual, it isn't merely of the body.  In fact, it is more of the personality.


		  TEACHING SEXUALITY TO OUR CHILDREN


	Sexuality is only brought out in relationships.  It is not individually developed.  It is a reflective quality.  There is no femininity without masculinity with which to compare it.  A boy only recognizes himself as a boy when there are girls.  The whole point of our sexuality is to point us toward the opposite sex.  Our teaching of sexuality, should be in the context of relationship.  We do not develop a masculine/feminine quality in and of itself.  They are interactive.

	We want to get across to our children, whether little ones, teens or young adults that they are not only sexually attracted but also sexually attractive.  Both are of equal importance.  It will not be hard to persuade them of their attraction.  They feel it within themselves.  It starts within the family, siblings or cousins who are attracted to one another and who bring out the best in each other.  He's always on his best behavior when his sister Susan is around or she shines when her brother Pete is there.  Parents should point that out, affirmingly, for both their sakes.  Also repeat positive comments they have made to you about one another.  "Your big brother thinks you're the best looking girl in your class."  Or: "Ask your sister to do that for you.  She'll do anything for you.  She thinks you're so cute.".  By doing that  we are working on the process of convincing the children of their own attractiveness, now.  We should not forget Grandparents.  For example, whenever the girls are all dressed up, send them into Grandpa to get applause from their biggest fan.  The same with the boys to Grandma.

	Later on they will be attracted to classmates.  Little girls like certain little boys.  Boys are attracted to some girls.  What they need from us is our approval.  We cannot treat this as silly or trivial.  Furthermore, we want to lead them to see that their attraction is not solely physical.  The physical is there, the girl is pretty, the boy is cute.  That is fine and good and should not be put down.  By our delight, we let them know the bodily attraction is wonderful.  We do want to add, without, in any way, diminishing the value of the physical, that there is more to their attraction.  Other qualities in her make you like her.  He has personal attributes which draw your attention.

	This cannot be said as a lesson.  It can't be an objective statement.  Let them find the truth within themselves.  You might, for example, mention that several girls are prettier.  Your son is likely to reject that out of loyalty to his girl but, in his way of defending the girl he likes, some of her personhood will come out in comparison with the others you mentioned.  Point that out to him so that he can see the attraction is more total.  The same can be done with your daughter.  In no way, do we denigrate the physical side of it.  That is very important.   We don't want them to be embarrassed about that dimension of their attraction.  But we do want them to see the fuller side of masculinity and femininity.

	The more difficult task is to convince your children of their own sexual attractiveness.  The earlier you begin, the less trouble you will have.  (We are not trying to push them too fast.  That would happen, if we were to expect them to act out their sexuality outside the home.  This is merely a gentle recognition of a gift of God in them.  It is laying the foundation)  It can't be started when they reach teenage.  That is a time of such self doubt, as well as a period of pulling away.  You have less direct influence.  Affirming comments about their masculinity/femininity in their relationship to each of you, as they are growing up will work wonders.  They will have no doubt, they are attracted to boys/girls.  That is so strong.  They see how attractive the one they are drawn to is, that they find it difficult to believe she/he could ever like them.  We have to build up in our kids a sexual security and confidence.

	We can be afraid.  We fear they will become too self assured.  That is hardly likely to be a problem.  We also worry they will become boy/girl crazy.  First of all, there are much worse addictions.  Secondly, it only becomes extreme in those not sexually secure.  Only those not receiving enough attention turn to exaggerated boy/girl attractions and crushes.  We also fear they will get in over their heads and be taken advantage of by the other.  There are no guarantees.  We do not have any say or influence over the person to whom they are attracted.  But our best inoculation to that happening or to heal them, if it does, is to build up their sexual self appreciation.

	There are , of course, very legitimate fears on the part of parents.  A lot of strange people are walking around loose these days and our children do need to be protected from them.  We have to walk the fine line of being careless and being suppressing.  We cannot so warn them against the dangers and hold them back that we take their manliness and womanhood away from them.  This is probably the cause of the weirdos.

	In general, the attitude about sex which surrounds us is that it comes from our hormones.  As a result people think  not much needs to be done to develop the sexuality of their children.  Some wish they could slow it down and keep them little children.  Others worry about potential consequences and hurts.  In these cases and others, the mentality prevails that there is not much we can do about it other than pray and try to give them a good code of conduct.  They see the sexuality of their children as predetermined.  There will come a time in their children's lives when the hormones kick in and start flowing and that is when they become sexual.  Such parents become fatalistic.

	That should not happen.  Parents have much more influence over the sexuality of their children than they give themselves credit; they really are the prime determinants.  The capability of being a sexually active person comes from our hormones.  The configuration of our bodies, which make us physically attractive to the opposite sex, comes from our hormones.  They give us the attraction to be open to sexual relationships.  Those are magnificent gifts the Lord gives us through the physical transformation of our bodies.  When this happens to our children, it should be a cause of joy and thanksgiving to God.


					GIRLS


	In general, we are good with our girls with this.  We certainly, could be better.  But, care is taken by most mothers to prepare their daughters for their first period.  They teach them that this is a sign of reaching womanhood, they have now been fully initiated into the feminine world.  This is something special they share every month with their mothers.

	Furthermore, all sorts of other externals serve as a line of demarcation for the girl passing into womanliness.  Her figure changes dramatically, she starts to wear a bra, she doesn't wear little girl clothes any more.  She puts her hair up and wears make up.  Everyone in the family notices her new status.  They treat her differently.  This is wonderful and good.

	We have to be careful not to undermine some of this by criticizing her make up and hair dos.  After all, she's a novice at this.  She's going to think more is better.  Maybe, she does put it on with a trowel.  When she was a little girl she couldn't have enough ice cream.  Her eyes were bigger than her tummy.  She always wanted more and got it all over her and everyone and everything within range.  Make up and hairdos are a rite of passage.  She has to get used to them.  She has to try them all out until she finds the best for her.  Don't deprive her of testing her feminine potential by smart cracks or caustic remarks.  Protect her from her siblings.  It's a strong temptation for them.  You have to clamp down.  A wonderful birthday present for a twelfth or thirteenth birthday is a session with a beauty consultant who teaches her how to use make up properly.  She won't take her mother's word but no one would dare criticize the advice of an "expert".

	(This can be a very hard time for the teen age girl, if her body doesn't develop as soon or as much as her peers, or if she develops very early and much more than everyone else in her class.  She dresses and walks to hide her figure and is very self conscious.  She is very susceptible to teasing and finds her own femininity very hard to live with.


					BOYS


	While we are good, not perfect, with our girls, it is a completely different story with our boys.  When a boy reaches puberty, his voice cracks, he's outgrown his body so he's gangly and awkward, and we lengthen his pants.  (Wet dreams are an embarrassment to him, unmentioned by anyone.)  Where is all the attention his sister gets?  In no way do we suggest she gets too much.  The poor boy, though, gets almost no notice at all.  Yes, it is so much harder to do for him than for the girl.  The externals are much less obvious and positive.

	We have to develop rites of passage for the boy, ways to express his burgeoning manhood.  It can no longer remain something that happens and is unnoticed or at least, unmentioned.  (A sign for boys is height and body mass.  When he finally gets to be taller than the girls he admires, is a real time to celebrate.  We also should notice larger shoe size, muscles, strength, driving license, a job.  That communicates to him that these changes within him are unimportant.  He sees the fuss being made over his sister but for him there is nothing.

	This fosters the attitude that while the man has sex, the woman is sexual.  This has vast ramifications for his whole life most especially in his marriage.  It leads him to believe she is much more sexually attractive to him than he to her.  His sexual self confidence is, thereby, undercut.  He believes he is on the receiving end of her largess sexually.  She does more for him than he does for her.


			ACCEPTING THEIR SEXUALITY


	Parents should be preparing their children right from their birth to fully accept their sexuality.  Then, the trauma of adolescence will not be nearly so severe.  They will have grown into their masculinity and femininity well before the hormones enter the picture.  Talk approvingly about how feminine your little girl is; how manly your little son.  We are not talking about the things they do so much as their personalities, how they interact with the various members of the family, in a sexual way.

	We don't want any limitations placed on our boys in regards to "women's" work.  It is terrible to deprive them of the ability to cook and care for the younger ones.  It would be a shame to keep tools away from a daughter or hold her back from trying something because she was a "girl".  Nor do we want to force our children to be football heroes or models.

	Activities do not bring us our sexuality.  We bring our sexuality to our activities.  We should celebrate how our daughter is different with Daddy than with Mommy; how, even at a young age, her son wants to protect her.  These are great sexual qualities and should be so recognized.  Encourage our children to be as sexual as they can be with us and with their brothers and sisters.  (It does not seem necessary to emphasize we are not talking about sexual conduct but sexual orientation and responsiveness.)  All of us have noticed the two year old daughter who has full command of her sexuality when it comes to her father and brothers.  She is magnificent.  The problem, years later, is that much of her wonderful femininity has been teased out of her.  That manly little boy has lost his sexual confidence and is now macho or, worse, wimpy.

	We do not suggest teaching our children to be sexy.  That is a whole other thing.  They are surrounded with such stimuli in today's society.  Their real sexuality is suppressed when sexiness is emphasized.  Sexiness is about power and success, using my physical attractiveness to get what I want.  That might be popularity, a date with someone who makes others jealous of me, getting to the in places, sex.  It is manipulative and cruel.  Sexuality, on the other hand is about relationship.  It is not self centered but other centered.  The goal of being masculine or feminine is to be closer, to please the other person and enjoy their manliness/womanliness, not merely on the physical plane but through our whole personhoods.

	Teach our children to enjoy their sexuality, to delight in being a boy or girl and to be the most masculine/feminine they can be.  The true sign this training has been effective and they really do appreciate their sexuality is when they obviously enjoy the sexuality of the opposite sex of the other members of their family.  A boy thrilled with his manhood will enjoy the women in his family, his mother and sisters.  A girl who revels in her femininity will have a special fondness for her father and brothers.  We are not suggesting there won't be times of misunderstanding and arguments but the general atmosphere of the home will be one in which the sexual gift is treasured.  The family interaction will be one in which the masculine and feminine draw each other out and complete one another.

	The best way to teach our children about their sexuality is to be aware of their masculinity and femininity and to let that awareness show.  The earlier we do this, the better.  Many couples debate when they should talk to their children about sex.  In general, this can be done too late but not too early.  (When we say, talk about sex, we don't mean they should pour everything out on them all at once.  Good parents don't do that.  Their more likely mistake is to hold back too much)  If the parents begin before the child is ready, he will turn it off; it will go over her head and no harm will be done.  It will be coming from a loving and compassionate source.  On the other hand, if delayed, they might well receive misinformation which could damage them.

	However, we are not considering here talking to the children about sex.  That is important and should be appropriately done.  We are addressing the whole sexual self awareness of the children.  We establish a climate of acceptance of their sexuality.  Masculinity and femininity transcends age, personalities, maturity.  They all need to breathe in your delight in their manliness and womanliness from the time they first walk.


			METHODS OF TRAINING OUR CHILDREN


	A most important first step is to want to train our children into their sexuality.  All good parents want happy children.  They realize they will, in all probability, marry and that sex is so important to that relationship.  So they want them to be capable of a good sexual relationship.  However, they are so fearful of the here and now that they frequently interfere with the sexual happiness of their sons and daughters, presently, and in their marriages later.  They are concerned about dating patterns and the hurts which so often arise from manipulative and immature boys and girls.  They especially worry about their girls becoming pregnant and having their lives ruined.  As a result they try to hold down the sexuality of their children rather than enhancing it.

	They should be training their children to a sexual life style.  Instead the training is to avoid sex.  Of course, we want our children to be responsible in their use of this tremendous power to love.  Definitely, we want our children, both boys and girls to be virgins when they marry.  We know that is the best start to a faithful relationship.  Sex should be unique between husband and wife.  But the emphasis is so strongly on what not to do that when they come to marriage, it is very difficult to reverse gears.  Moreover, and this is equally debilitating, we ask them to put much, if not all of their sexuality into hibernation for the years of their adolescence and young adulthood.  It is one thing to say: "Keep the full expression of your sexuality for marriage.".  It is something else again to be always tip toeing around sexuality as a danger.

	(There is a confusion here between sexiness and sexuality.  Parents are quite right to be concerned about evidences of sexiness in their children.  That is not maturation but retardation.  It comes from a lack of true sexual self appreciation.  Sexiness is damaging to the child and to others.  Sexuality is the expression of womanliness and manhood in the children.)

	We have to commit ourselves to wanting to develop, in the fullest possible way, the masculinity and femininity of our family.  Then, bring ourselves to do it.  We have so many other responsibilities along with time and attention absorbing activities that this will slip our minds and will not happen unless we are truly determined.  It will only come to our minds when forced upon us by the onset of adolescence.  That wastes ten to twelve years of opportunities to build them up sexually.  That would be like getting concerned with their education, only after they entered high school.  The foundation wasn't laid.  We have to make up our minds to do this, set up a specific plan of action and carry it out.  This, of course, can't be artificial.  It can't be forced.  If the couple is living a sexually Sacramental life, as husband and wife, the sexual atmosphere between them is life giving and attractive.  Then, this will come naturally.  If the couple is not, they can never do this.  It has to start with the couple.  The more joy, sexual delight and affirmation brings into their own lives, the more they can pass it on.  If you want the best for your children, be most sexual with one another.


				AFFIRMATION


	Affirmation is the first of the methods.  Children need the constant approval of their parents in any area of their life, if they are to be successful.  Studies show that the single most significant factor which leads a child to do well academically is the parents' interest.  It is not the amount of money the school district disburses, the quality of the principal, the effectiveness of the faculty, the size of classes or the text books.  All these have great value.  But all of them combined do not match the importance of the parents in the success of the child as a pupil.  If the parents are involved, encouraging the little one, things go well.  The same is true for their sexual development.  Parents are good people.  They pour themselves out for their kids when it comes to education, health, recreation, food and housing.  That is wonderful.  Their sexual self awareness is of equal, if not more, importance to all of these.

	We do praise our children though not enough.  We are too inclined to criticize, but we do give them credit.  We show them our approval when they do well in school, clean their rooms, show kindness toward their brothers and sisters, do the chores around the house, are successful in sports.  That is good.  But the praise is androgynous.  There is no sexual dimension, no recognition of a difference between boys and girls.  We come across as though they are undifferentiated persons, who have done things which have earned our expression of pleasure.

	Yet, when we stop to think of it, boys and girls don't do these things in the same way at all.  They add their sexuality to the task and activity.  Actually, it is not what they do but who they are that is so lovable.  That is significant and should be noticed.  For example, a boy will do something for his mother, to help her out to take care of her, while the girl will do the same thing but for the purpose of being with the mother, being close.  The chore is the same, the job gets done.  There is a difference.  A boy's protectiveness toward his mother is very special.  It is not the same as a she bear defending her cubs.  There is a gentle manliness present.  Have you ever seen a little tot staggering under a big bundle his mother could carry much more easily but, to him, this is a man's job?  He should be praised not only for carrying the package but for being so manly.                                                                                             

	A little girl comforts and caresses Daddy after a hard days work.  She draws the tension out of him by her presence and attention.  A bigger girl will delight in Dad while a boy will respect and admire him.  You could watch two teens give Dad a backrub.  The boy wants to conquer the ache, with force and determination and does so quickly.  The girl gentles it out.  She never really finishes.  In setting the table, the girl sets for beauty and appearance.  She will take time and fuss.  The boy is aware of the big picture.  This is a preparation for a meal.  He makes sure everything is functional and working, more concerned that everyone has a fork, knife, etc.  He will do it quickly.  In Christmas shopping, the girl wants the perfect present.  She is tireless in its pursuit.  The boy will not come home empty handed.  He gets the job done.  In going to stores, the boy wants to conquer.  He goes shopping.  The girl goes to peruse and be seduced.  If nothing tempts her, she comes home with nothing.  The male is the initiator.  He will accomplish.  He'll buy something, even though he doesn't really like it all that much.  The girl is responsive.  She has to be turned on or she doesn't buy.

	A very real aspect of praising the children sexually and affirming their masculinity and femininity is to openly rejoice in and reveal the sexuality of your spouse to your children.  Don't merely give androgynous compliments to him or her.  Don't just praise the quality of the meal, praise the femininity of the cook, all the special feminine caring going into it.  Don't only mention your husband opening the stuck window for you but his masculine strength.  We want to get beyond what was done to the person who did it.  That person is a man/woman.  That sexual reality changes it.  The more you do that with one another, the more the children will get in touch with their own sexuality and express it more openly.  Your sexual affirmation of one another will give them security to act out their own masculinity and femininity.  You are your children's role models.  They want to be like you; they want to please you.  You establish by this practice what it means to be grown up and what meets with your approval.  Your praise of their sexuality will be more believable, when it comes out of what you do with one another.

	Use every opportunity available to bring out in front of the children the sexual qualities you see in the every day activities of home life.  Point out through your compliments to your beloved the sexuality of the way the meal is served, the topics of conversation addressed, the prayers offered, the touches, the tone and timbre of voice, the family rules established.  We want to reveal to our children that this is the way a man acts, the manner of a woman.  This praise of the spouse is important for the children.  When Mom and Dad appear irresistible to one another and you point out to the boy his similarity to his father and to the girl her likeness to her mother, that affirmation will be all the more powerful.

	The praise of one of your children's siblings is very helpful for that child also.  As they hear us enthuse about their sister's femininity or brother's masculinity they will want to act in ways which would bring such recognition.  Sometimes we think we have to say everything directly to each child but that is not true.  Often, it comes across even more effectively when indirect.  The child then can pick it up and act upon it without being directly challenged or put on the spot.  They don't have to surrender and admit something was lacking in them or that they were wrong.  They are drawn into it and respond spontaneously.

	Be very careful here to give equal attention to our sons.  We will find it much easier to find the femininity of our daughters than the masculinity of our sons.  They are much more overt about their sexuality.  It is much more permissible for them to be so.  We are much more supportive of their attempts to reach out to discover deeper dimensions of their femininity.  We "oh" and "ah" over their clothes, a new hair do, make up, nails.  We notice approvingly how nurturing they are with their little brother or grandparents, how well they listen and pick up personal nuances.  We delight in their popularity with boys (while warning them about how boys are).

	Without taking anything away from our girls (that would serve no purpose.  It would not help the boys, were the girls to get less) we have to force ourselves to be as conscious of our boy's sexuality as we are of our girl's.  Male sexuality is not as immediately attractive nor as evident.  (That statement is not true when the mother is overwhelming, sexually in love with the father.)  We should make a big deal of the boy's strength, faithfulness, consistency, protectiveness, responsibility.

	Fathers must take the leadership in this.  If the boy doesn't hear it from the father, any praise about their sexuality from their mother and sister will be responded to most cautiously.  It will seem to him as flattery or manipulative, unless their affirmations are bedded in his father's approval.  What the boy needs most of all is his father's admiration for his masculinity.  That can be hard for the father to give because his is waning while his son's is burgeoning.  That will be his gift of love.  Another reason for the father to be so involved in affirming the masculinity of his sons is that he has been through the mill himself.  He knows what it is like growing up as a boy in the family and being taken for granted or, possibly, treated like a pet, with his masculinity not reverenced.

	Reverence is the key sexual affirmation.  When at our best, which is more often than we give ourselves credit, the women in the family are reverenced.  That is not as likely to be the experience of the men.  The best they receive is respect and appreciation.  Those are not to be scorned but are no where near as powerful as reverence.

	The reverence we are calling for comes from the linkage of our sexuality with the transcendent masculinity and femininity of God.  We can look at some of the goodness of our sexuality here.  The natural orientation of a man toward the woman he loves and has committed himself to is: to protect, defend, provide, lead in love,.  He finds within himself an urgency to be responsible, honest and reliable for her to be able to be safe and secure.  The woman in love has a response orientation.  She is warm towards him, affectionate, drawing him to herself, connecting, bonding, vulnerable.  She nurtures him, listens, empathizes, affirms.

	Praise of their brother will not go to waste on the daughters in the family either.  It will help them form their ideals of what they are is looking for in a man.  Too often, today, those ideals are more formed by what her girl friends think than by the family's attitudes.  It won't do much good for the father to sit her down and tell her what a real man is.  She'll just take that as a lecture; it will go in one ear and out the other.  But she will be an interested and attentive observer to what is being said about manhood to her brother.  She might not admit it but she will put it in the back of her mind and look to see if any of the boys she knows have the qualities we think so much of and encourage.  So for her sake and that of the boy himself the affirmation should best be given in front of the whole family.  It is more believable that way.  It reinforces and strengthens it for the recipient, when it is general family knowledge.

	When the mother and father openly and unashamedly affirm the sexuality of their children, it encourages the kids to do the same among themselves.  This means so much, to hear it come from a brother or sister.  Sometimes, I have my doubts when it comes from my parents.  They may be trying to be nice, might think I need it or might have just read a book like this and are trying it out.  But if my brothers and sisters think I'm very masculine, extremely feminine, it might be true.  Parents should encourage this very strongly.  Another gift siblings bring to my sexual acceptance, which parents can't, is that they know what the boys and girls in school and the neighborhood think about me.  If good, they should tell me, a boy, what the girls are saying among themselves about me, what comments the boys pass about me, a girl.  This can mean so much. (This happens, not only among teens, but in the early grades)

	One of the greatest praises we can offer to our children is to compare their sexuality to that of our spouse.  Of course, this only works, if we are obviously very much in love with our husband/wife.  If we are, the kids will know that comes from the heart and is the highest accolade we can offer.  Another caution on this.  The comparison has to be valid.  I can't say to a daughter who is fifty pounds overweight: "You look just like your mother did when she was her age.", if the mother was slim and trim.  I can't say to my boy: All the girls, looking at your face will have their hearts go pitter patter like mine did when I met your father.", if the poor kid's face is covered with acne, while the pictures of our early days shows my husband with a beautiful and clear complexion.  The compliment has to be one where the son or daughter can honestly recognize themselves in what is said and can say: "Wow, I do have that quality Mom admires so much in Dad.".  Or: "I do have just as good a figure or am as understanding as Mom and Dad loves that in her.  Maybe someone like Dad will come along and love me the same way.".


				SOME PROBLEMS


	Children are attracted to classmates and playmates of the opposite sex very early.  Haven't we all been amused in seeing a little kindergarten girl come home all excited about a little boy in her class.  We've experienced a little boy very taken by some pretty girl.  There is a very real temptation to squelch this.  We think: "It is entirely too early.  They should not be into boy/girl stuff at this stage.".  Some parents even get spastic about it and swing strongly into operation to change their child's attraction.  They say to themselves: "If she's boy crazy at six, she'll be eloping at twelve.  If he's into girls now, what will we do when he is a teenager?".  So they overtly go after their child to put a stop to it.  Flat out commands to their son stay away from her or teasing comments carrying a barb that communicate to their daughter their disapproval of her attraction to this boy.  Other parents simply do not react much.  They laugh it off whenever the child brings it up and get across a total indifference to their child.  They are vitally interested in every other aspect of their daughter/son's life but this.  They let them know this is not important at all.

	Those reactions and ways of handling the situation are mistaken.  Our children's sexuality and attraction to the opposite sex do not begin at puberty.  They are sexual creatures, right from the start.  At this stage, they have a beautiful innocence which should be reveled in and encouraged.  They are so open and honest, with no inhibitions about their attractions.  That is, unless we indicate, by verbal or non verbal means, they are doing something wrong or dangerous.  If we disapprove, they will be torn.  Their attraction will probably continue but they won't talk about it.  They will keep it to themselves.  This is a breech of the trust we want with our child.  It will be a real experience to them of their parents not being perfect and of not being understood.  It will be a basic step toward trusting their peers more than their parents.

	The point here is not that we should be all that into early age boy/girl relationships.  They are not good and we don't want to push our children into them.  What we are saying here is that this is an opportunity to affirm their sexuality.  We don't focus on the other person but on our child.  If we do that, they are much less likely to begin the boy/girl scene too soon.  They are getting their sexual affirmation at home.  We should use this as another occasion to delight in their sexuality.  In this way, we keep the child focused on the family, not seeking their sexuality in casual relationships but in intimate ones.

	We don't even like to use the words sexual attraction in connection with elementary school children.  Yet, that is clearly there.  Little girls like little boys and vice versa.  That is part of their natural growth and development.  Remember how they were when they were toddlers bringing Mommy a flower, a shell, a nice rock (We won't count the times they gave you a worm or a snake).  They were saying: "Look, pretty!".  They wanted to share their attraction and wonder with you.  This is the same.  Don't disappoint them by turning away in disinterest, much less putting them down.  How wonderful of them to share with you.  Furthermore, you establish credibility for the teen years.  If you approve their pleasure in a friend of the opposite sex now, they will be more willing to trust you when they get to high school and college.  When we react positively, we are praising our child's masculinity/femininity.  That helps them to accept their sexuality and develop it more.  It is a great affirmation.

	Make sure their brothers and sisters don't land on them.  That will be a very string temptation for both older and younger siblings.  They can be very cruel.  Teach your children that sexual attraction is sacred in this house.  That's how you got here in the first place, because Mommy and Daddy liked each other.  So you won't hear any disrespect toward it.  You want to create an attitude of reverence toward masculinity and femininity.  Land very hard on teasing, right away.  This is special, completely off limits to any wise cracks.  Acting this way will not only protect the child immediately involved but will build up your trust credentials with the others.  Do not only prevent the other children from any negative comments but encourage them to share their brother's or sister's joy.

	Some parents do go overboard on this.  They push their children beyond their years.  It is one thing to endorse and celebrate a child's natural and spontaneous attraction, one coming from within.  It is another to impose.  That is artificial and can be damaging.  Such conduct on the part of the parent usually comes from something hurtful in their own childhood or youth.  Maybe they were unpopular with boys or couldn't get a girl to go out with them or possibly their parents reaction to their first attraction was negative.  They are living that out with their own children.  Not every child will have these attractions at the same age.  It won't be as important to some, as to others.  When it is there, rejoice.  But don't force it, when it is not.(Something that doesn't usually come up this early.  A little later on, parents can get over anxious about homosexuality, if their son doesn't seem interested in girls.  Many outstanding boys, beautifully heterosexual, are much more interested in sports, hobbies, yes, even school than girls.  There is nothing wrong with them.  They are perfectly fine.  They are attracted to girls deep down.  They just are not ready to be open or do anything about it.  In fact, they are probably better off and finer husband potential than those chasing anything in skirts.)

	In general puberty starts in girls much earlier than it does in boys.  This usually means that girls develop a strong interest in boys long before boys have the same interest in girls.  Great care must be taken in encouraging the girl's developing femininity without putting unreasonable expectations upon her.  Girls really need this time to admire boys from afar or in a group.  They feel less vulnerable that way, while they try to get used to the changes going on within them.  If they feel pressured to be 'popular with the boys" at this time they are most likely to form relationships with boys who are too old or too street-wise for them.  They feel safest traveling in a group-maybe all girls to start with, going to boy's games, then out for a soft drink.  Later the group becomes coed, but still travels in a pack.  This is a wonderful opportunity for mother-daughter talks about the boys in the crowd.  Mom can share about her own experiences, both good and bad at the same age (be honest).  Father-daughter talks can be a great opportunity to sensitize the daughter about boy's fears at that age - doubts about his masculinity.  At the same time, Dad can be affirming his daughter - allaying her fears.  Dad might be her first "date" at a Father-Daughter dance to introduce her to what it is all about.  Taking these pre-dating steps helps girls get through the years waiting for the boys to catch up.  More importantly, it gives her self confidence when it is time for dating.  The same approach is equally important for boys.

	Parents should have the courage of their convictions about dating and boys girl contact, especially when it comes to their daughters.  There is much pressure to start in Junior High.  This is damaging.  The surveys show that the average girl has intercourse within two years of the first date.  There are, of course, many exceptions but this is the pattern and we ignore that at our peril.  In the past, the solid family insisted that their girls wait until they were sixteen before going out with boys.  This was at a time when, for most, menstruation occurred at thirteen or fourteen and marriage at eighteen.  Now, menstruation happens several years earlier and marriage five or more years later.  That puts a great deal of pressure on our young women to control their sexual desires.  They need much affirmation and support.

	Be careful, though, lest we make this a feminine thing.  We don't want to act one way with the girls and another with the boys.  We can be inclined to think these crushes are ok for girls but out of line for boys.  We can be quite tolerant about this with our daughters while wondering whether our boy is a wimp.  We wish he'd stay away from the girls and just play with the kids, like any "normal" boy.  Such attitudes communicate that sex is more central to girls than boys.  That is one of the root causes of sexism.  Worse, it indicates to our boys that their sexuality is not as nice as their sister's.  This "niceness" of feminine sex and the questionableness of the masculine is something men have had to struggle with all their lives.  Let's not repeat that with this generation.

	When a child comes home and says: "So and so likes me.", let them talk about it.  Give them a chance to share with you how powerful it makes them feel.  What an affirmation that is.  Add your own delight to theirs and make it a special moment between you.  This is a treasured gift of trust your child gives you.  Then, gently lead them to facing their responsibility here.  What will they do with, about, for the boy or girl attracted to them?  The experience of being on the receiving end of this attraction is overwhelming for the child.  Their natural inclination is to think of themselves and how happy it makes them.  That is fine and good.  Then, help them to see that a response is called for from them.  They can't just accept that as their due.  We don't mean they should make plans to be married or should start pairing off with one another.

	Definitely, point out how this attraction is a power to lead the other toward good.  Sexuality is God's gift to build up His Kingdom.  This is important for them to hear.  They are not likely to hear from any other source that sex is holy and part of God's plan.  They may not pick this up from you on the first bounce but as you continue to lead them along this path it will begin to stick.  We should not be afraid to say this, thinking it is too religious.  This fear leads to our depriving them of something vital to their happiness.  Sexuality is a giving not a taking.  Religion is not irrelevant but very practical.

	There could, of course, be inappropriate attractions. If it is a situation in which the one attracted to your child is inappropriate in character or age, it is easy to be accepting and affirming of the good drawn out of the child and that there is nothing wrong with feelings, while making it clear that relationship is not possible.  

	If your child is attracted to someone at too early an age, make it clear that the friendship is to be celibate.  Affirm the good it produces but make clear that there is to be no mention of future intent or exclusivity, thought of or spoken.  It is simply an affirming friendship for the now, sexual in attraction but not a dating relationship because dating is open to the possibility of exclusivity.  Here's where a parent has to educate about body language and encourage sincerity.  That you cannot speak what you cannot and should not live is an important lesson for the child.

	When someone of improper character is attracted to your child, who does not return the affection, get across to your son/daughter that the reason not to engage in intimacy or any kind of relationship is not because they don't have the same feelings but because of the flaw in character.  This is an important lesson for the future when they may be attracted to someone inappropriate

	All we have been talking about applies even more for your teenagers.  Respect and reverence their sexuality.  That very much includes their attraction to boys and girls.  Be very careful because their egos are so shatterable.  There can be no hint of put downs or put offs.  This is very serious and precious to them and should be treated that way by us.  Yes, we have to protect them from getting so carried away that their studies suffer or that they are led to violate family harmony.  Their attraction can be toward someone inappropriate.  But the growing exercise of their sexuality is to be honored.


				AFFECTION


	The next method is affection.  There are many dynamics of affection but they primarily consist of communicating fondness, caring and closeness.  The words: "I love you." and: "You're becoming some kind of man, a real woman.".  Or: "You're a man after a woman's heart; in ten years the boys will be beating down the door.".  A father can pretend when he comes home to search for his little girl's boy friend, saying: "Tell me where he is.  You're so feminine there must be one of them around.".  Or the mother could say to her son: "I'm the luckiest woman in the world to have two such great men in her life.  Who's the girl now?  I'll wring her neck.  She can't have you.  I want you.  Maybe in about a dozen years.".  

	We can be more subtle about this.  We could say things like: "You're going to make some man a beautiful wife, some day." Or: "I'm jealous of the man you are going to marry."  "You're growing so tall and strong, some girl is going to be very lucky to get you."  "Look, you're almost as big as Daddy."  "I thought Daddy would have to shovel the snow/mow the lawn.  You sure are growing strong and manly."

	Especially in the teenage years, the wife plays a large role in the father's affection toward his daughters.  Frequently, the father is embarrassed and has a deep sense of loss: "This is not my little girl, any more.".  Also he sees how physically attractive she is and is not sure he can trust himself.  He also fears it could be misunderstood, if not by the daughter, by another member of the family or an outsider.  There is also the fear his wife might become jealous.  The wife, by constantly showing him how loveable and manly he is, empowers him to affirm their daughter sexually.  He needs this reassurance in order to praise his daughter's increasing femininity.  He has to know in his heart of hearts that his wife finds him irresistible, she is most sexually attracted to him.

	Through affection the children learn to communicate sexually.  That is the training ground for expressing their feelings and desires, non verbally.  A little girl who wants to feel safe and close to Daddy, climbs up on his lap, freely hugging him and covering him with kisses.  She wants to say: "You are special and attractive.".

	The role of a parent is to lavish affection upon the children.  That should never be in short supply.  We might have to scrimp on food, time is always running out, maybe we can't have the vacation we all looked forward to but affection should always be in abundance.  We never run out of skin to touch.  It never wears off.  One of the beautiful vignettes in a family is to see the little girl wrapping her father around her little finger.  She can get him to do anything she wants.  This gives her a sense of the power and grace of her femininity.  It is a great gift to him because she pours her little womanhood all over him.  The secret here is that the father has to let her.  He has to revel in the power she has over him and delight in letting her, change his mind just because she asked him.

	All children bond with the same sex parent to receive sexual modelling.  They have it most powerfully affirmed from the opposite sex parent.  In their teens, both sexes are confirmed by their father.  Youngsters, at that time, break with their mother who represents childhood, the nest.  They look for approval from Dad who represents the world and the future.  (This is true, even when the mother works outside the home.  The feminists themselves point out the need for paternal encouragement and affirmation.)  He sends them into the world.  His affirmation, at this point, is equally vital for both sons and daughters.


				  TOUCHING


	Touching in a family, desiring to develop the full sexuality of all the members, should be constant.  The best way to be in touch with one another is to touch.  This is for all.  No one should be allowed to claim immunity because it is not their style.  It should be man to man, man to woman, woman to woman, woman to man.  Age is no barrier nor is gender.  We are all equipped with hands and arms.  Tiredness doesn't get in the way.  It doesn't take the greatest of energy to reach out and gently caress.  Lack of experience is no excuse.  That should give us an urgency to catch up with the rest of the family.  Moreover, it hardly takes a Master's Degree in aerodynamics to get the hang of it.  Each of us has our own style and fashion of patting, squeezing, hugging, kissing, holding.  No one else in the family can do it my way, with my meaning.  I am irreplaceable.

	Once again, fathers take the leadership.  Not because they are better touchers than their wives but because they are more likely to be remiss.  There is a further dimension in the father's touch.  The mother touches to bond with the person she touches, to claim that person as her own.  The father's touch has more of a sense of approval, encouragement, even a sending forth.  Obviously, both types of touches are essential in a child's life.  If there were just the father's, the sense of belonging would be absent, they would lack a sense of roots.  On the other hand, if only the mother touches, the child's sense of self confidence and security in their sexuality will be missing.

	In childhood, physical contact is easy.  The child initiates it.  Don't we recall many occasions when the children pushed in between the two of us when we hugged?  They wanted some too; they did not want to be left out of any hugging.  They came out of the blue and hang onto your leg or curl up on your lap.  How many little children dare you to catch them and the last thing in the world they want to do is escape?  They do take the leadership, when they are little ones.  They make it hard for you not to touch them.  That is one reason they are such a grace.


	Any touching is to be encouraged but some is not as effective as others.  We have to ask ourselves: "Am I touching this person for my sake or for theirs?".  It is no great sin to recognize that on this occasion my purpose is to get their attention or to be reassured, to escape loneliness, or whatever.  However, if I find that is my usual purpose I must become more attentive to what it does for the other person.  There are times, too, when my physical contact is mindless.  I'm just a toucher.  I'll touch anything warm and alive.  It could be the cat for all I know.  I simply automatically touch anyone, within arms reach.  There is a goodness about that.  The human contact and some of our past conversations and understandings transmit themselves through the touch.

	However, we are not taking advantage of the full possibilities that way.  We should be more deliberate; we should think through what we want to accomplish, what value and meaning are we communicating.  Of course, every touch doesn't have to have some earth shattering purpose.  But in the overall pattern of my reaching out to pat or embrace, it should mean more than just I was near, you were handy and so we touched.  That is a non verbal form of talking just to hear the sound of your own voice.  It doesn't matter what you say, you just want to say something.  Touching is too powerful a weapon in the arsenal of love for it to be aimless.

	Link your body language with the messages and meanings in your heart.  State verbally what you are saying non verbally.  Many times the person on the receiving end of your caress, squeeze, hug doesn't get the full message.  They are uncertain of what you are saying, or if you are saying anything at all.  So let them know so there is no doubt.  For example you are walking down the street holding hands with your little kids.  That could mean you want to get somewhere and you don't want them rushing off and holding you up.  Or there is a dog in the next yard whose disposition is iffy and you want the kids safe.  Or there's a puddles up ahead and your little Suzie loves nothing better than to splash.  You're not about to turn around and go home and change shoes and socks.  Those are all good reasons to hold hands.  Whether you decide to tell the kids your reasons doesn't make too much difference.

	Suppose, though, you were thinking, as you walked along with their little hands curled into yours: "I want the whole world to know you are mine.  I am so proud of you and I want everyone to know I'm your mother.  I'm so lucky.".  Then, later on a date, when they are teens, they'll know the body language of holding hands.  Besides they will be more likely to enjoy holding your hand now when they find out this reason in your heart than when it is just to control them.

	It is one thing to say: "Give me a hug." with no further explanation.  Your son could feel imposed upon or used.  It is another to say: "You're my precious little boy.  I want to hold you close because you're mine.".  What a fine preparation that is for the marital embrace and a good antidote for cheap sexual thrills.

	Then we have to go through the stage when the boy will pull back.  He says: "I'm too big for that sort of stuff.".  He especially withdraws in the presence of his friends.  He doesn't want to appear wimpy.  This is very hard especially for the mother.  This is her flesh and blood; she wants him to belong to her and she isn't even allowed to touch him.  She has to remind herself this is nothing personal, all boys do this with their mothers.  Even though you would like to kill him, you have to be patient and respectful of him.  The most difficult part is to keep reaching out to hug and kiss him, even though he pushes you away.  That keeps the door open, so that when he gets over it, it will be much easier for him to return to embracing you.  Some mothers are so hurt they stop.

	That is a mistake, understandable, but nevertheless, a mistake.  She should allow him to elude her embrace but not stop making the effort.  He needs to know he is still hers, even though he doesn't want to be.  He has to know he is wanted even though he'd rather not.  If she keeps reaching out to him, someday, he'll stop turning away.  In the meantime, she has been getting her message of affection across by her efforts.  She must insist during the transition years.  She lets him win but also lets him know she'll never quit on him.

	It is harder for the father.  He tends to be awkward, in the first place, about overt displays of affection.  The same withdrawal has usually happened between him and his father, possibly continuing down to this day.  So he has no experience of male affection to draw upon.  His son's reluctance triggers and reinforces his own.  This cycle of male distance has to be broken.  It has been carried on from generation to generation and is good for neither father or son.  Both lose.  The lack of male bonding is an extensive tragedy in our country.  If we can't bond with our sons, no wonder we can't with other men.  For the son, it sets him up for a similar life of being starved for male affection.  Something that could help get through the mutual reluctance at this stage would be for the father to throw his arm around the boy's shoulder from the side.  It is not as threatening as a face to face hug.  It can be a quick, man to man clasp.

	The father can't force his hug and kiss on the son.  But there are ways to get the physical contact.  The father and son can get in a wrestling match.  That is very male.  There are no overtones of sissiness.  Mom has to stay out of this.  This is a perfect example of men being a mystery and who can understand them.  The mother should occupy herself with a rerun of Gone With The Wind or curl up with a nice romance novel.  She should stick in a pair of ear plugs and resign herself to a vase or two being broken.  Her men are touching.  That's all that matters.  The father has to be careful not to be too competitive.  The point is not to win, he just wants to be close.  He shouldn't be an easy mark; the boy will pick that up and feel tricked.  But it's ok for the son to come out on top.  The father has to be sure he is at peace with himself and the boy, when they wrestle.  It is supposed to be fun, not to teach the boy a lesson..  This can be so male: noisy, disruptive, causing all sorts of female gasps and screeches.  It's gloriously and completely masculine.  No woman would be crazy enough to want to do it.  And it brings you two so close.

	If it is too much for the feminine hearts to bear, you might try arm wrestling.  Again it gets you into physical contact with your son with the added advantage of feminine attention and admiration for both.  You can look into each others eyes and let a conspiratorial smile pass across your faces, as you smugly accept masculine superiority.  Of course, that is a chimera, but it's ok to delude ourselves sometimes, as long as it brings us closer together.

	Then, there are the more spontaneous and passing moments which are occasions for bumping one another as we pass, a little bit like two billy goats.  Not hard enough to put him through the wall but strong enough to feel each others strength.  A poke in the ribs to underline a great play by your favorite team which you've watched together.  You're bringing him in on your pleasure and excitement.  The poke say: "We're together on this.  You understand how great that was, as well as I.  I know you got as much of a kick out of it as I did.  God, it's great to watch a game with you, son.  I dreamed about being at games together the day you were born.".  None of this is said out loud but the message is there.

	Snowball fights, of course, have their place but are limited to certain climates.  Besides, you don't really touch one another.  Now, pillow fights.  That's another story.  They can lead to wrestling matches.  Even in themselves, though, they have great possibilities.  You can both be little boys, absolutely silly, with wonderful stentorian shouts and awesome male threats about dire retaliation.  The whole house will be thrown into confusion.  It would be grand.  Keep these just for your sons.  There has to be something special between father and son.  With the girls, we can do other things.

	We can't forget camping.  That is very intimate, which is why Boy Scouts is so popular.  There is also much touching in sports.  Perhaps a hobby in common such as astronomy.  Two heads touching over a telescope, an arm around the shoulder as Dad points out a planet or constellation.  Just Dad and son alone together on a dark night.  Or a building project that involves lots of sharing and opportunities for touching and accomplishing something through joint effort.  Fishing trips, sailing.  The opportunities are there for the alert father.  He has to take advantage of them.

	Teenage girls are different from teenage boys.  That is hardly an awesomely insightful statement.  But one specific area of difference is in the area of affection.  The sons pull back.  They are embarrassed and ill at ease.  They give the impression, when their mother goes to hug them, that she has an instrument of torture in her hand.  Daughters on the other hand become more overt.  They want more body contact, not less.  Again Daddy is called to play a big role.  She really needs to have him respond to her need to be touched by gentle male hands.  It is a sexual experience but there is no sex involved.  That is exactly what she needs.  It is important to her to have an intimate trusting experience of a man without the overtones of sexual activity in the background.  This gives her a chance to exercise her developing femininity without any need to make the hard, risky decisions about sex.  This is a safety zone for her.

	Dad can't shy away from this contact.  He will be tempted to because he will be most aware of her physical development.  In addition, to his own natural timidity, there is the climate of the day.  So many stories are appearing about sexual abuse in families that the good father is more gun shy that ever.  His daughter can't afford to have him pull away.  If he does, he will make her embarrassed and rejecting of her own body.  After all, she has had years of experience of being all over her father, being kissed and hugged and giving them in return.  Now it stops.  She knows the only thing different, is her body.  That change has cost her father's affection.  Her natural reaction is too wish away this beautiful gift of her femininity.  We simply can't do that to her.  The physical contact and affection is so affirming to a girl.

	The mother's continued physical affection is vital to the daughter.  She needs to know she belongs under any circumstances and conditions.  She is still our girl no matter what she does.  The mother's touch reassures her.  The woman to woman embrace is bonding.  It establishes identity and permanent place.  The father's touch has a different purpose.  The mother's is to reaffirm she always has a home.  The father's is to prepare her to go forth to new loves and new possibilities.  The mother's hug provides roots; the father's gives her permission to blossom.  His is the touch which gives her courage to try her wings to look for success and above all risk loving a man.  the mother's offers security, an ever available haven.

	Touching will not happen to the degree it should for the sake of our children, if we leave it up to our natural inclinations and habits.  We may be better about this than our neighbors and the vast majority of American families.  But we don't want to be just ok or even better.  We want to be the best.  Nothing less is good enough for our children.  So plan ahead and establish family touching customs the way we have traditional family ways of celebrating Thanksgiving and Christmas.

	There are normal, easy to implement opportunities available: back rubs, foot massages, temple rubs.  Give these to one another as a regular part of our family life.  Maybe, Daddy comes home stiff and nervous from the tension of the office, wouldn't it be nice if a different member of the family gave him a back rub every night.  Even if Daddy is not stiff and nervous, he's allowed to fake it.  The back rub is as important for the giver as well as the receiver.  It would take away a privilege from one of the children.  By the way, teen age boys, even when they are in their pull away stage do not turn down a back rub.

	Or, maybe, the daughter gets a temple rub and Mom a foot massage.  The family can take turns on who does what to whom.  But everyone is involved on both sides, being rubbed or massaged or giving them.  This is a beautifully sensual experience without being erotic.  The masculinity and femininity of the hands will come out strongly as they are laid on the other person.  We can see what power we have to bring good out of our sexuality.

	There are other, even simpler ways to keep in touch.  every family develops them.  Here are some possibilities: holding hands while praying, putting your hands over a family members eyes and have them guess who it is, cutting a family members finger nails (this can take a lot of trust and you will probably end up with some nubby fingers until they get the hang of it.  But it's worth it.)  Shaping eyebrows (Again, the possibility exists that you will be literally half cocked but think of the stories you can tell at the office about the beautiful blond who did it.  You don't have to tell them it was your six year old daughter.  Besides, you'll still feel those loving hands on your face.)  Reading palms.  For God's sake, don't take it seriously.  Make up anything you want as long as it is positive and fun.  The point is to hold the hand.  Have a contest to see who in the family can hold hands longest without getting sweaty palms.  Or who can hold another person's face and look into their eyes longest without giggling.  They there is the old reliable snuggling around the fire on a cold winter night or reading together all cuddled up.  The opportunities are vast.

	Some of these are, admittedly silly.  They are not for regular use.  They are to bring out on a rainy Saturday at the beach or anytime we are all together and don't know what to do.  Silly though they may be, they have a real and valid purpose.  They are aimed at breaking down our reluctance to touch.  They are light and humorous methods to have us willing to touch without any sort of serious message behind it.  Once we start touching and seeing that the skies don't fall nor do we catch leprosy, we will be more willing to be open to more significant touching.  Besides, a touch is a touch.  That is never a loss.


				NETWORKING


	Another most helpful part of the methodology of training our children into their sexuality is networking.  Parents are the prime sexual educators of their children.  Their guidance and support most influences the son or daughter.  Nonetheless, parents have other resources to call upon.  Look at the different sexual interactions your children are exposed to and foster the most helpful ones.  Your children have brothers and sisters of the same sex and the opposite sex, grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins, family friends, teachers, other families.  Parents should encourage relationships which will enable their children to develop sexually.  We want to look at all the relationships that bring out the best of their sexuality: parents with one another and them, their brothers and sisters, friends

	Start with the principle that children take on the sexuality of those they admire and are attracted to sexually.  See who of the same sex they admire and who of the opposite sex they have an attraction.  With your son, it might be an uncle or his Grandfather, an older brother, a priest, a coach.  It could also be a friend of the same age or some man close to the family.  With your daughter, it might be a woman teacher, an aunt, her god mother, a nun.  Whomever your child has a real fondness for of the same sex, encourage the relationship.  Your son will learn a great deal about his masculinity from his exposure to these fine men.  They will reinforce what he receives from his father.  Your daughter will profit immensely in her femininity by her contact with these good women which will deepen and certify what she has learned from her mother.  Try to foster contact: phone calls, cards, playing in the park, a trip to the beach.  Discern the people you know who are doing well sexually, that is, have a good sexual self image and let them influence your children.  Discern the healthiest friends and members of the family from the sexual point of view.  If our child was interested in astronomy or art, we would look for someone to encourage that interest.  The same is true here.

	In relationships with the opposite sex, first look within your immediate family.  With a large family, match up kids on a sexuality basis.  Pair them off in terms of how attracted they are to one another.  Get away from the idea that closeness is determined by order in the family.  For example, you might send the girl he likes most in the family to wake your son up in the morning, the brother she is closest to might bring her to school.  Maybe it is the two year old for the brother, even though there are several girls in the family closer to him in age.  But that little girl's femininity gets to him.  That brings out his masculinity.  He will be so protective of her, so affectionate and caring.  He might be a bear to the other girls but this one makes him feel like a man.  Just turn her loose on him as often as possible.

	The same with your daughter.  She might be a budding feminist or think all boys are icky but she considers her big brother wonderful.  His presence causes her to flirt with him, she will want his attention and approval.  That's his job in the family, to draw out his little sister's femininity.  We would do this with school, wouldn't we?  If one of your children was having trouble in Math, we would ask the member of the family best at the subject to help out with a little tutoring.  Sexuality is the most important subject of all.  It is not so much that we learn from the opposite sex as the effect of their presence.  We are at our best when attracted.

	A small family should look for surrogate siblings, from the neighborhood, school, Church.  Find a boy or girl who brings out the manliness or womanliness of your child.  It could be that sweet, little old nun asking the boy to carry a desk.  Or the prettiest girl in the school asking your son to go on a retreat.  We get the good task plus the masculinity is drawn out.

	Then, as mentioned for same sex relationships, do likewise with opposite sex ones.  Sponsor closeness between your children and family members and friends to whom they are attracted.  Your boy might love his grandmother.  An older woman is so capable of bringing out a young man's masculinity.  Your daughter might have a crush on your brother.  She just thinks her uncle is the greatest thing God ever made.  What a gift he can be to her sexual self awareness and appreciation.

	A very strong part of networking is to be match makers for your teens and young adults.  We act in irresponsible fashion when we merely react to the dating partners they have already selected.  We are certainly, not talking about arranged marriages or even arranged dates.  We are suggesting having boys and girls over to the house regularly to whom our sons and daughters can possibly become attracted.  They do their own fishing but we stock their fishing hole.  We don't shove our best friend's son down our daughter's throat, we simply have him, along with other guys, over to our home, to watch a ball game, for a barbecue, whatever.  We don't force our son to take out our college classmate's daughter.  But we do invite her, along with a gang of others, to come to a party.  This is part of the hospitality of the home.  It shouldn't be something new, starting in the teen years.  We should have been doing this for them all their lives.  Their friends should be part of the furniture in our home.

	We spend so much time, energy, worry and attention getting them into college.  We investigate and research just the right college for our child to attend.  We traipse all over the lot visiting these places.  That is highly praise worthy.  We know college is important, not only for those four years but for their whole life.  Well, dating patterns set up whom they will marry.  Dating is just as much an educational process as a university.  Parents should have the biggest influence on whom their children date.  You have so much experience of the man/woman relationship.  That should be a the service of your children.  Why do we force them to find their own lonely, uncertain way?

	This networking is no more manipulative than creating good eating habits or insisting on cleanliness and good grooming.  It would be manipulative were it done for my satisfaction and advancement.  If I forced friendship on them because I wanted to get into the parent's circle.  But when done for the well being of the child, far from being manipulative, it becomes a gift of love for which they will thank you all their life.




				SOME DANGERS


	All we have said about fostering same sex and opposite sex closeness both within the immediate family and with other relatives and friends is most important for their full sexual growth and development.  This is a great responsibility on the parents.  However, we do have to honestly face that a real discernment is called for, especially in our children's choice of friends  A great deal of sexual brokenness is present among their peers: divorce, bad relationship with the parent of the same or opposite sex, sexual or physical abuse, etc.  Be careful to protect the children from intimate exposure to such deformation.  The children and teens who are the most secure and best developed personally are likely to be attracted to those hurting and having trouble.  The children's goodness and caring leads them to get involved.  They want to fix the person up, help them in their troubles.  Good parents have to protect them against themselves here.  Their hearts are too big for their own good.  These situations are beyond personal caring, generosity and understanding.  They call for deep professional treatment.

	Some signs of sexual brokenness in a friend of one of our children are observable.  Sexiness is a big indication.  We are not talking about a normal attractiveness but a deliberately provocative one.  There is insecurity but also a deep hostility.  It is manipulative and controlling.  If one of their friends is a bully (male or female) or filled with anger, a loner, to say nothing of those on drugs, very much including alcohol in that category, or disruptive or irresponsible in school, we should intervene.  That is difficult but we do so for the love we bear for our son/daughter.  It will take patience, gentleness, time and insight but exposure to that type of person on a close basis can do nothing but harm for our child, at any age.  

	The first step should be to point them in a different direction and try to encourage other relationships and even overtly network them elsewhere.  Kids pick up disapproval easily.  The second step is to question why they suppose this kid is like that.  If it is heavy duty stuff like drugs, etc., tough love is required.  A parent can control time spent with that person and should.  Get them involved with activities where there are positive influences.  Kids will go where they are affirmed.

	The social scene is very structured among our young.  They are identified to a certain peer group by certain dress, hair, make up and music, and activities to a certain extent.  One of the most effective ways of separating a child from an unacceptable group, perhaps where drugs and sex are rampant is to have them change their appearance.  Sometimes making a kid get a haircut will cause the group to reject him.

	Parents have a right and obligation to steer the friendship of their children.  This applies to all ages, not only for the little ones.  Our tactics will change as they get older but the responsibility remains.  This principle is not accepted in our society.  Friendship is considered an individual right, beyond interference by anyone, especially parents.  But we cannot let our child be damaged because it is not fashionable to step into action.  Be careful our objection to the friend is not a personality clash or what we dislike about him/her is a matter of taste or a surface thing.  Sometimes parents can pass horrible judgements, based solely on hair dos, make up, or the type of clothes.  Or worse, there is a bit of snobbishness in all of us which causes us to be sniffy about those who are not "our kind".


		TEACHING OUR CHILDREN TO USE THEIR SEXUALITY


	Sexuality is not merely of concern to the individual person.  Of course, it is of primary concern to him/her.  All our social interactions are gender based.  That is, of necessity, true in marriage, but it applies to all our human contacts.  The very first thing you notice about a person is whether it is a man or woman.  Our reactions to one another in all circumstances, work or play, party or Church, casual or more intimate, is colored by the sexuality of the participants.  Our children are not prepared for life unless they are familiar with, responsive to and capable of handling sexuality.  This is first and foremost their own but they also must enjoy and experience others'.  Sexuality is not merely a fact, not a static phenomena.  It is an interactive power.  We cannot turn it on and off at will.  The sexuality button is always on, consciously or not.  We bring our masculinity/femininity with us wherever we go.  It strongly influences how we see people and respond to them.

	Developing our children's sexuality is even more important for them than education.  It is also more important for the well being of our country.  Much of the unhappiness in our society comes from sexual malformation and damage.  (The most consistent figures on sexual abuse in this country maintain that 28% of our women and 16% of our men were sexually abused as children.  We can only imagine the pain they experience and the damage they inflict.  The general consensus seems to be that those who sexually abuse children, were themselves sexually abused as little ones.  This pattern is so rigid that they abuse children of the same age they were, when first sexually abused.)

	Sexuality is not merely for the person.  It is even more for the others in my life, especially those closest to me.  A man's masculinity is to fulfill the women in his life.  The woman's femininity is to complete the men in her life.  We need to teach our children that their sexuality is a sacred trust given to them by God for the happiness of others.  We do teach them that about sex.  Now we are saying, it should be much broader, not just my sex is for others so is my total femininity/masculinity.  Therefore, it must be fully developed, not only that I live up to my full potential but so that all whose lives I touch may be complete in their sexuality.

	We would certainly agree in the area of intelligence that each of us has a responsibility to use that gift, not only for our own personal financial betterment or fulfillment, but for the profit of all.  We'll never know, until we get to heaven, how many diseases the Lord wanted cured, centuries before it actually happened.  The reason for the delay, with the consequent loss of countless lives, was because the person, God endowed with the talent earlier, used it to make money rather than discovering the cure.  We have to bring our kids to an awareness of their responsibility for the happiness of others through their sexuality.  

	They are to just as concerned about their masculinity and femininity as they are about equipping themselves to make a living.  They may make a great living but won't be worth living with, without the fulness of their womanliness/manliness.  Our young people and we ourselves are so body and health conscious.  We have to become equally serious about and dedicated to our sexuality.

	Teach them to become aware of the grace men are to women and women are to men.  Men will do things for women they would never do, if a man asked.  In fact, they will do things for the women in their lives they would never do for their own sake.  Women have such a power when it comes to men.  We have to teach our girls that the sexual power they have can be used over men or for men.  We want to call them to utilize it for men.  A good woman can bring the best out of a man and, in so doing, becomes best at being a woman.

	Teach our boys that their masculinity gives them the capability to raise women to the greatest heights of their potential and, when they do so, they are most manly.  They have an influence with women which is unique.  A man can bring out a woman's self sacrifice and generosity far beyond what another woman could.  Praise the effect for good your boys have on their sisters and mother.

	Recognize and exalt in the positive influence your girls have on their father and brothers.  Point out: "He's so wonderful when around you.  You bring out the best in him.".  Treat your own sexuality as most important and influential in the life of your girls and boys.  This applies whether your children are new borns or grown up, with families of their own.  Be open in sharing how their sexuality impacts on you.  That can be the best way to teach.  Instead of telling them what to do, tell them what they have already done and how effective it is.

	However, while your influence as mother and father is dominant, outside influences affect the sexual self perception of your child.  They live in a broader society and are effected by what is generally considered masculine and feminine.  Be aware of them in order to modify those that are askew, develop the good and eliminate the bad.  We cannot live isolated from the culture in which we live; we are not hermits.  Nor do we want to be nay sayers, always finding something wrong.  We do, however, want to be alert to the influences striking our kids to help them sort the wheat from the chaff.  We look at what brings out the sexual self worth in our culture among boys and girls by seeing what is important to them.  We'll look at the teenage years because it is more overt at that time.  They set the standards the younger ones eagerly wait to become old enough to do.  Our older kids have gone through these and have been molded by them.

	Some things girls look to in order to bring out their sexuality are: appearance, hair, figure, clothes, attention from the opposite sex, ability to do the feminine things Mom does, perfume, attention to babies, being part of the in crowd, cheerleaders, getting to the dances and social events, having a boy friend.

	For boys, it's: respect, sports, height, body mass, leadership, ability to fix things Mom can't, strength, popularity (more among boys than girls), appearance.  He wants to be able to do something better than Dad or an older brother, beat him at something.

	Parents have to look at their boys and girls and see where they are with these things.  Some are much more significant than others.  We certainly wouldn't want our children behind the eight ball with each of them but we wouldn't believe our children had to be at the top of the class in each one.  We have to see where there are exaggerations, it has become too pressing or dominant for our son/daughter.  Possibly making the basketball team or getting to every social event or growing bigger or the smallness of breasts has become too much of an issue and is taking away your child's enjoyment in life.  Or maybe, one of your children need to be encouraged a little to spend more time on their appearance, having more friends or getting out to events more.  It is best to affirm what is there than to hit at what is not.

	We should clearly recognize and point out to our children that marks, success, power, jobs are androgynous.  They do not help our sexuality at all.  In general we want to watch out for role playing.  We certainly do not want to foster the sexism so endemic in our culture, in which women are limited in the opportunities they have to exercise their brains and talents and our men are restricted to secondary roles in their homes.  We make it very clear to our children that sexuality, male and female, has nothing to do with the intellectual, artistic, musical or otherwise.  We want the world of possibilities completely open to our girls as well as our boys.

	Sexuality is not a doing type of talent.  It is not marketable.  It is not a job qualification.  It is, however, a relationship qualification.  It is an interactive capability, not an accomplishment one.  When you see their femininity or masculinity being expressed, affirm it.  Notice what they are doing and put your validation on it.  Don't force a person's sexuality into a mold.  This daughter's femininity will be different in expression from her sister's.  Tom boys are just as feminine as the ruffles and lace type.  Recognize the way your children express it.  Help them see the sexual goodness of the way they are.  Very much affirm the anima in your boys.  Our boys and men have been so deprived of their fulness in their masculinity by not being taught how to be in contact with and accept the feminine in them.

	As in every other art and in every aspect of life, specific skills apply to sexuality.  The sexuality is there in each of us, we have to bring it out.  It is like an artistic genius with a great sense of color and proportion and an imaginative capability for composition.  He/she is limited without the basic skills.  We have to teach those skills to our children.  Many ideas have been expressed throughout this booklet most particularly in the Chapter on affection affirmation and networking.  Two overall attitudes we need to make sure our children understand and put into practice, one for the boys and one for the girls.  Teach initiative to our boys.  They need to be the ones to draw out the feminine.  This doesn't mean they have to always make the phone call or do the asking.  But it does mean they have to take the risks, they have to put themselves on the line.  For our girls, it is responsiveness.  In no way does that mean submission.  It means allowing the masculine to make her more feminine and in that very response allow him to be more fully masculine.  These two are to be fundaments of all expressions of their sexuality.

	Above all let us delight in the mystery and wonder of God's plan that we be sexual beings.  It would be wonderful to be able to translate with its full flavor the French: "Vive La Difference.".

	A good follow up Book is SEX IS HEREDITARY.


	The seal of the Pastoral and Matrimonial Renewal Center is of the ringed head of a High Cross from Castledermot, Ireland.  The crucifixion represented on early Irish crosses is almost universally the crucifixion according to the Gospel of John (Jn: 19:37).  It is the glorified Christ who is represented: Christ as king and as priest, breathing forth the Spirit at the moment of his death.  The spear pierces his side and blood and water flow out: the water symbolic of the Spirit and of Baptism, the blood of Redemption and the Eucharist.
	The crucifixion in early Irish art is not shown as Jesus alone and abandoned, but it is a peopled crucifixion - it is Jesus among his disciples, Jesus risen and present among the people of his Church.  Jesus Reigns in the midst of his disciples, gathered in unity, who are also his apostles, sent to proclaim his salvation to the four corners of the earth.

Drawing by Sr. Pauline McGrath, O.P.
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			HANDING ON OUR GIFT

	Bringing Out Manhood and Womanhood In The Home


	This Book is invaluable for parents.  Sexuality is essential for their children's happiness.  It offers positive and exciting insights into ways that parents can positively influence the sexual development of their sons and daughters.  There is no moralizing, nor is it filled with a lot of "Don'ts."  It is filled with specific pointers on how to bring out in full measure the femininity and masculinity of the children from birth to young adulthood.

	This is a book that can and should be read over and over again as the children grow more fully into their sexual potential.  The Book is intensely practical supporting good Mothers and Fathers in an area that too often is ignored.  All too often parents believe that sex is something the children just grow into and do not see any role for themselves, other than suitable cautions.  This is not a Book about sex but sexuality.  It is not a Sex Education Book but one on personhood.  It leads to great joy for the whole family.



